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GiveRank - Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Fundraising
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AI + Fundraising

W-Mind is an artiﬁcial
intelligence company
specialized in fundraising.
Our mission is to help NPOs
increase their revenue and
develop better relationships
with their donors thanks to AI.
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Senior Data Scientist,
Machine Learning Engineer

Carlotta Reggioli
Project Manager

Cristina D’Onorio
De Meo
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Giulio Rosati
Co-founder,
Senior Manager
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The Rise of AI
The start of a new chapter
The recent boom in artiﬁcial
intelligence driven by an
unprecedented amount of
available data and computing
power is creating a whole new
landscape of possibilities for our
society.

Which Artiﬁcial Intelligence?
The future of humankind
A big question raised by many
scholars and experts is how will
human and computer intelligence
integrate.
For many this will be a conﬂict, for
others a relationship that can bring
humanity closer to its ideals of
equality and freedom for all.

Humans + Machines
Innovating fundraising with AI
Our small team believes that
humans and AIs can and
should collaborate for a
better tomorrow.
As a ﬁrst step towards this
vision, we decided to take on
the task of developing an AI
that could help us at one of
the most human act: giving.
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Organizations gather a high amount of leads every year
Our team’s starting point was
a problem experienced by
many fundraisers today.
Thanks to the revolution of
digital fundraising,
organizations today gather a
high amount of potential
leads every year through
their campaigns (usually in
the form of emails).

It’s really hard to understand which leads have the
potential to become a new donor
Many fundraisers would love to
convert existing leads into donors
using direct mail, telemarketing or
email.
However, since leads haven’t
donated yet they can’t be segmented
with models such as RFM (recency,
frequency and monetary). As a result,
understanding which leads to include
in direct marketing appeals becomes
really diﬃcult.

Current situation implies guesswork and generates
issues
Fundraisers that wish to convert
their current leads, have to make
guesses or extract random leads
lists to include in their appeals.
And this creates serious issues
for both the NGO and the donor.

Current approach creates issues for both the donor
and the NGO
On the fundraiser side, redemption
rates get really low (usually below
0.5%*) and unsustainable.
As for the donors, they might hear
from the charity too early in the
relationship. This could stress them
and make them perceive the
organization as too pushy.
*Historical metric calculated interviewing a sample of 4 large NPOs in Italy.

COVID is jeopardizing the main donor acquisition channel
The drastic reduction in F2F
activities due to COVID left
many organizations deprived of
a key source of new donors
and revenue.
In this scenario, understanding
how to better convert online
leads into donors, becomes an
even more important task for
NGOs.
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GiveRank is an AI that predicts which leads could
become donors
To help organizations fully unleash
the revenue potential of their online
leads pool, we developed GiveRank.
GiveRank is a cutting-edge artiﬁcial
intelligence that allows NGOs to
dramatically increase the redemption
of lead conversion appeals by
predicting which leads will likely
become donors.

GiveRank

So, how can one know who to contact if we have no
previous donation data?
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Leads leave traces of their online interactions with the NGO

When leads interact with an organization they leave traces that often get recorded within the NGO’s
CRM. This data includes email opens, topics of the email read, web pages visited, and much more. It
also includes a very important information: whether any of these leads eventually converted into donors
at some point in time. We can call this ‘digital behavior data’.

GiveRank can understand leads behavior and predict who
will donate
GiveRank's powerful AI engine
analyzes years of lead’s behavior
data within the organisation’s CRM.
It learns the complex behavioral
patterns that characterize leads that
eventually turned into donors. For
instance, visiting an annual report and
opening the newsletter early in the
morning might be a part of the pattern
that predicts a future donation.

How GiveRanks works for NPOs in short

1.

CRM Analysis

The ﬁrst step is to make
GiveRank analyze leads
behavior by looking at the
charity’s CRM.
Once it has created a model
that can successfully predict
leads behavior, GiveRank is
ready to indicate the most
potential leads.

2. Leads scoring

The organization presents
GiveRank with a list of new
leads paired with their recent
online behavior.
GiveRanks ranks the leads
assigning each a probability of
converting to donors.

3. Appeal

GiveRank also suggests the
optimal number of leads to
contact through direct mail or
telemarketing, taking into account
cost-per-contact as well as the
organization’s revenue and
margin objectives.

The optimal donor journey to convert leads can also be
indicated

What’s more, GiveRank can
further increase redemption
rate by indicating the Donor
Journey* that will have the
highest conversion on new
leads in terms of digital
touchpoints, topics, content,
and much more.
*Not in all cases it is possible to also understand the optimal donor journey.
It depends on the organization’s data quality and quantity.

Providing a personalised donor journey for diﬀerent leads

Giverank can also indicate
diﬀerent optimal donor journeys
for diﬀerent kinds of leads*,
according to their unique
behavior.
This provides potential donors
with a more personalized and
rewarding experience. It also
further increases redemption rate.
*Not in all cases it is possible to also understand the optimal donor journey.
It depends on the organization’s data quality and quantity.

GiveRank can predict leads that will become regular or middle
donors
Lastly, GiveRank can be set to
predict both potential one-oﬀ donors,
regular or even future middle
donors within a lead pool.
When enough years of data are
present within the NGO it is possible
to predict which leads will become
middle donors even years after
donating for the ﬁrst time.

A snapshot of the ‘traces’ analyzed by GiveRank
Email tracking data

Content data

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Topic of emails opened
Frequency of opens
Time and date of opens
Quantity of opens
Frequency and quantity
of click on email
Topics clicked

●
●
●
●

Type of content viewed
on organization’s website
(article, video, photos,
etc.)
Topic of content
Quantity of content seen
Frequency of content
viewing
Time and date of opens

Website interaction data
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Clicks on call-to-actions
Forms submit
Information requests
Downloads
Subscribe and
unsubscribe
Type of pages visited
Time spent on each page
Website user journey
Device used to connect

Above a small sample of the most important variables analyzed by GiveRank. The algorithm
can take into account more than 1000 variables for each lead*.
*The number of variables taken into consideration varies according to the data available within the NGO. We also use extensive feature engineering to expand the number of variables available on every lead.

Powered by high-performance technology and human
experience
To make its predictions,
GiveRank uses a combination of
machine learning algorithms
created by our data science
team at W-Mind.
Our engineers were able to
develop such a system of
algorithms thanks to more than
three years of work on nonproﬁts datasets.
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GiveRank is expected to increase redemption from
+300% to +1200%

+300% to +1200%
increase in redemption rate

GiveRank is able to increase* the redemption rate of all appeals sent to leads
that haven’t donated yet by a factor ranging from x3 to x12 times (compared to
manual segmentation based on trial and error or random extraction).
*According to a) testing and validation of our algorithm in an experimental setting (i.e. GiveRank successfully predicted which users would trigger a conversion
looking at their past online behavior data and ignoring all past transactional data). We strongly believe this results can be fully replicated in a real-world setting
with actual donation data.

Unleashing millions of euros in new revenues every year
By implementing GiveRank across
organizations, we could unleash
millions of euros of new revenues
from untapped lead pools.
Fundraisers would have a way to
supplement the acquisition gap
brought by COVID and the disruption
of F2F. They would also create a new
sustainable source of revenue for the
future.

GiveRank can strongly improve the relationship with
potential donors
By reaching out to leads with a high
chance of conversion, we can also
improve the quality of the relationship
between the NGO and new potential
donors.
Leads would receive a donation
request from the organization only
when their behavior tells us they are
ready and happy to hear from the
NGO.

Fully scalable across geographies, languages and
organizations
GiveRank it’s fully scalable,
replicable and can be easily
implemented throughout diﬀerent
organizations sizes, languages,
cultures, and geographies.
Our algorithm dynamically adapts
to understand the unique
behavior of local users.

GiveRank is ready to operate and it’s highly feasible
GiveRank has already been developed and
tested extensively.
Tracking and storing digital behavior data is a
requirement to implement GiveRank and we
know that not all NPOs are at that stage yet.
If some leads behavior has already been tracked
by the NPO, GiveRank can be made fully
operational in 3-4 months. If the organization
has to start tracking leads behavior from scratch,
GiveRank would need 10-12 months to be
successfully implemented.

Note on GiveRank validation and impact
GiveRank was validated in an experimental setting using a validation set of leads that either converted to donor or never
converted to donors in the past.
In the test, we showed the AI a number of leads and their online behavior. These leads came from a historical dataset
and we had information on which leads positively converted into donors and which didn’t. GiveRank was not given
access to this information.
GiveRank was able to identify most of the leads that would eventually convert into donors.
We then run an appeal simulation to compare the redemption rate of a random leads extraction Vs. the redemption rate
of a list created by GiveRank. In the ﬁrst scenario, we extracted a random list of 10.000 leads and calculated the
redemption rate. In the second one, we calculated the redemption rate of 10.000 leads extracted by GiveRank. The
redemption of the ‘random’ list was 0.4%. The redemption of the list extracted by GiveRank was 2.4% (+600%).
We estimate that NGOs that implement GiveRank might experience an uplift in conversion (compared to random
extraction of leads or manual segmentation) between 300% and 1200% according to a) quality of data b) quantity of data
c) time given to GiveRank to learn from the data.
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